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Larc Forward Counseling - LOWE To test this we have designed a cluster randomized
control trial

5000

3750

1250

P-2016-B-02

S. Randall

01-01-2017

31-12-2019

No major problems yet. The clinical trial has been started September first at several
study sites. Some sites are waiting for legal signatures regarding handling personal
data of study participants. This is a formality issue that is expected to be solved within
a month from actual study start. This will not affect our planned completion date

No

Data collection has just startes, no findings yet.

Ethical approval: approx 1700 euro
Questionnaires - production and wages: approx 4200 euro
Counselling tools;
Effectiveness chart of contraceptives printing: approx 55 euro 
Videos - production and wages: approx 15800 euro
Training of HCPs in work shops, training material: approx 5220 €

The project is running well and we expect to start data analysis and first results by
spring 2018. The ESC grant has been helping a lot, and we are ready to receive the
remaining funds.
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